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Abstract. This article covers a hybrid car interference immunity research.
A combined unit-power plant vehicle prototype (a hybrid car) of a famous
Russian brand is a subject of this research. Its configuration included a motor
control center in boot of a car and a standard internal combustion engine
control system (ICE) with upgraded software for joint operation of two
power plants.

1 Introduction
The experiments showed three problems. The first one was when the charging of traction
battery stopped in energy recuperation phase (figure 1) under narrow-band nonmodulated
reaction. This discrepancy was characterized as a functional class C, which means the
charging continued with removal of above mentioned reaction.
The research showed that the discrepancy appeared in the range of frequencies from 80
to 1400 MHz.
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Fig. 1. The hybrid car energy recuperation interference immunity (traction battery charging stop)

2 Materials, methods and results
For Fβ ≥ 0,3 the range of frequencies was 90 – 600 MHz. Here we recorded 86,2% of
discrepancies relative to the total number. The minimum discrepancy level of 28 v/m is
related to this range of frequencies, recorded on the frequency 124 MHz (Figure 2). For Fβ ≥
0,2 the range of frequencies was 90 – 640 MHz. It had 88,9 % of EMC problems. The data
processing showed the maximum value of Q equals 28,3.

Fig. 2. The minimum values of the azimuthal projection of the hybrid car prototype energy
recuperation interference immunity.

The comparison of results of standard and available penalty tests (figure 3) showed that
in major range of frequencies the levels of electrical engineering system interference
immunity are higher in standard front positioning, than in other azimuthal positioning angles
of transport vehicle to a radiant. The minimum level of interference immunity is recordered
under azimuthal angle of 120 degrees.
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Fig. 3. The minimum values of the hybrid car prototype energy recuperation interference immunity in
standard and available penalty tests.

The interference immunity by 100 v/m is reached by the optimization of controller
grounding contour of the motor control center.
The second problem was when the internal combustion engine failed (Figure 4) with
narrow-band amplitude modulation. When the traction battery was charged this discrepancy
was characterized as a functional class C, because the control was automatically shifted to
the electric motor and the car kept moving. The shift to the electric traction was easy without
any change while moving. As soon as electromagnetic effect was down the internal
combustion engine started to work. If the traction battery was discharged, then the
discrepancy was characterized as a functional class D, because the car stopped. To resume
its work, it was necessary to start the engine without any electromagnetic influence.
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Fig. 4. The internal combustion engine control system of hybrid car prototype interference immunity
(engine burnout).

For Fβ ≥ 0,3 the range of frequencies was 100 – 490 MHz. Here we recorded 74% of
discrepancies relative to the total number. The minimum interference immunity level 25v/m
is related to this range, recorded on the frequency 201 MHz (Figure 5). For Fβ ≥ 0,2 the range
of frequencies was 98 – 600 MHz. It had 81,4 % of EMC problems.For Fβ ≥ 0,3 the range of
frequencies was 100 – 490 MHz. Here we recorded 74% of discrepancies relative to the total
number. The minimum interference immunity level 25v/m is related to this range, recorded
on the frequency 201 MHz (Figure 5). For Fβ ≥ 0,2 the range of frequencies was 98 – 600
MHz. It had 81,4 % of EMC problems.
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Fig. 5. The minimum value of azimuthal projections of the internal combustion engine control system
of hybrid car prototype interference immunity.

The data processing showed the maximum value of Q equals 33,8.
The comparison of results of standard and available penalty tests (figure 6) showed that
in major range of frequencies the levels of electrical engineering system interference
immunity are higher in standard front positioning, than in other azimuthal positioning angles
of transport vehicle to a radiant. The minimum level of interference immunity is recordered
under azimuthal angle of 120 degrees.

Fig. 6. The minimum values of the internal combustion engine control system hybrid car prototype
interference immunity in standard and available penalty tests.

The interference immunity by 100v/m is reached by the improvement of filtration of
controller supply networks of the internal combustion engine control center.
The third problem of the car with a combined power facility has occurred with electric
engine burnout (Figure 7) under impulse electro-magnetic emission. This discrepancy was
characterized as a functional class E, because eventhough the control was automatically
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shifted to the internal combustion engine and the car kept moving, the electric motor itself
didn’t start to operate. In order a car to operate on electric traction battery it was necessary to
switch on and off the electric battery when the electromagnetic effect was not available.

Fig. 7. The electric engine control system of hybrid car prototype interference immunity (electric
engine burnout under the impulse electromagnetic emission).

The research showed that the discrepancy appeared in the range of frequencies from 500
to 1400 MHz.
For Fβ ≥ 0,3 the range of frequencies was 560 – 1160 MHz. Here we recorded 86,9% of
discrepancies relative to the total number. The minimum interference immunity level 43v/m
is related to this range, recorded on the frequency 597 MHz (Figure 8). For Fβ ≥ 0,2 the range
of frequencies was 540 – 1360 MHz. It had 95,6 % of EMC problems.
The data processing showed the maximum value of Q equals 32,4.
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Fig. 8. The minimum value of azimuthal projections of the electric engine control system of hybrid
car prototype interference immunity.

The comparison of results of standard and available penalty tests (figure 9) showed that
in major range of frequencies the levels of electrical engineering system interference
immunity are higher in standard front positioning, than in other azimuthal positioning angles
of transport vehicle to a radiant. The minimum level of interference immunity is recordered
under azimuthal angle of 270 degrees.
The research showed that the discrepancy appeared in the range of frequencies of GSM
standard. This confirms that the transport vehicle could be sensitive to a cellular network.
The research of discrepancy showed that it happened because of hangup of motor control
center microprocessor set. The interference immunity by 100v/m is reached by using a watch
dog timer, which in case of microprocessor hang up would reboot it in 20 ms.

Fig. 9. The minimum values of the electric engine control system hybrid car prototype interference
immunity in standard and available penalty tests.
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The research is of electric car interference immunity. An electric engine car of an
indicated power of 30 kW of a foreign brand is a subject of this research.
The research of electric car interference immunity revealed the discrepancy which
occurred when the electric engine has burned out (Figure 10) and was characterized as a
functional class D. To start the electric car it was necessary to switch on and off the button
of onboard electric system.
The research showed that the discrepancy appeared in the range of frequencies from 110
to 490 MHz under the narrowband nonmodulated electromagnetic emission.
The results analysis showed that for Fβ ≥ 0,3 the range of frequencies was 130 – 440
MHz. Here we recorded 95,6% of discrepancies relative to the total number. The minimum
interference immunity level 49v/m is related to this range, recorded on the frequency 343
MHz (Figure 11). For Fβ ≥ 0,2 the range of frequencies was 120 – 450MHz. It had 97,8 % of
EMC problems.
The data processing showed the maximum value of Q equals 24,6.

Fig. 10. The electric car interference immunity.

The comparison of results of standard and available penalty tests (Figure 12) showed that
in major range of frequencies the levels of electrical engineering system interference
immunity are higher in standard front positioning, than in other azimuthal positioning angles
of transport vehicle to a radiant. The minimum level of interference immunity is recordered
under azimuthal angle of 30 degrees.
Since we tested a foreign electric car, it was complicated to study the reasons of
discrepancy in detail and to find out the solution to increase the interference immunity.
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Fig. 11. The minimum values of azimuthal projections of the electric car interference immunity.

Fig. 12. The minimum values of the electric car interference immunity in standard and available
penalty tests.

Carrying out such calculations is a lot of work, at the beginning of which all the necessary
information is collected on a radiation-hazardous object, as well as possible accident
scenarios are identified, which are subsequently calculated in terms of consequences. After
that, the identified scenarios are calculated and the maximum consequences from them are
determined, then a decision is made on categorizing the radiation-hazardous object and
choosing measures to improve the safety of personnel and the population, as well as
recommendations for creating reserves of resources to eliminate the consequences of these
accidents.
Usually such calculations can be divided into four interrelated parts resulting from each
other, namely: determination of the release of radionuclide into the air of premises and
contamination of these premises, pollution outflow from the building and pollution of the
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environment, calculation of the dose received by the facility's personnel, of these accidents
(Figure 13).

Fig. 13. The scheme for calculating the consequences of radiation accidents.

But first of all, we should be interested in the component connected directly with the
person - participant in this incident, since human life and health is the highest value that
exists. Therefore, we also need to find out what the maximum dose can get a person - a
participant in this incident at a radiation-hazardous facility.
Calculation of human exposure includes two equal components, namely: the dose of
external irradiation (through the skin) and the dose of internal irradiation, the latter in turn
also divided into two components: the dose for inhalation and dose for ingestion (Figure 14 ).

Fig. 14. Scheme of calculation of human exposure.

Calculation of human exposure can be done using the following formulas [10-12]:
The dose of external irradiation (Eext, Sievert (Sv)) of the formula:

Eext = Av.B.t,

(1)

where: Av - surface volumetric activity of the radionuclide on the axis of the torch at a distance
of x meters from the source (in the direction of the wind), Bk / m 3; B - dose coefficient for
external exposure, taking into account the type of particles that irradiation occurs (gamma,
beta or joint), Sv.m3/Bk; t - duration of impact of the radioactive cloud, sec.
For internal irradiation with an inhalation intake of a radionuclide, the effective dose (E ing,
Sv) according to the formula:

Eing = Av. Bing. teff,

(2)
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where: Av - volume activity of the radionuclide in air, Bk/m3; Bing - dose rate of internal
exposure when inhaled radionuclide intake into the human body, S v.m3/Bk S; teff - is the
effective time of exposure of the radionuclide radionuclide to the recipient, sec.
For internal irradiation with ingestion of the radionuclide, the effective dose (Ezag, Sv)
according to the formula:

Ezag = Am. B zag. teff,

(3)

where: Am is the activity of a unit mass of the swallowed substance, Bk/kg; Bzag - dose
coefficient of internal irradiation with ingestion of a radionuclide into the human body,
Sv.m3/Bk.s; teff - is the effective time of exposure of the radionuclide ingestion.
Usually, when calculating these impacts on the person of the consequences of an incident
at the site, a number of restrictions are imposed on the course of the scenario of the
development of the incident, most often one of them is the limitation of the time of exposure
of the person to polluted air [13, 14]. This restriction is caused by the fact that it is considered
that the incident with the source is detected rather quickly, after that an alarm is given and
personnel are evacuated from the danger zone. With such a development of the situation, this
restriction has the right to its existence, especially when it comes to fairly powerful sources
of radiation, but with the development of science and technology, weaker sources became
widely used too: for example, in medicine, the so-called radiopharmaceuticals. The
peculiarity of the incidents, for example, in the spilled poisons, with such drugs can be that
often, according to the instructions, the collection of the spilled product, and, consequently,
the elimination of the consequences of the incident, is placed directly on the medical
personnel working with these radiopharmaceuticals. Accordingly, in fulfillment of their job
descriptions, these workers can not be evacuated, and the overlapping limitation of exposure
(usually one hour) is not correct, because in this case, during the impact will also include the
time to eliminate the incident, which can significantly exceed the value of one hour.
Another problem when calculating the consequences of accidents with radiation sources
is the determination of the concentration of radionuclides in the interior of the rooms where
the accident occurred. For a basis of calculations we take the formula:

Cm = Am/Vо = Q.[1 - exp(-n.t)]/ n.Vо,

(4)

where Cm is the concentration of the radionuclide in the air; Am - the maximum activity of the
radionuclide in the room air at time t, Bk; Q - the intensity of the output of the RS from the
source (power of the source of the RS), Bk / h; n - frequency of air exchange, hour-1; t - time
of action of the source, hour; Vo is the volume of the room, m3.

3 Discussion and results
It is usually assumed that the radionuclide spreads throughout the volume of the room where
the accident took place evenly, and then the concentration is calculated according to simple
formulas taking into account the room volume and the frequency of air exchange in the
rooms. And if the enterprise has several rooms that are not isolated from each other the
assumption is often used that the distribution of activity between the premises is proportional
to their volumes. The actual calculation of the concentration is not done, for the reason that
at the moment there is no methodology for such calculations, and obtaining data through
experiments is not appropriate, since such experiments will have to be carried out for each
individual case separately, but not simply to conduct, and also create an experimental model
of premises for which it is necessary to know the concentration of radionuclides (taking into
account such parameters as: arrangement of equipment in the room, meteorological
conditions.
Another "money" issue for the company is the insurance amount and insurance premiums
under the insurance contract. A more accurate assessment of the received damage from the
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incident, in turn, can affect the insurance amount of the hazardous production facility, and
immediately in two directions: on the one hand, in the case of a more accurate calculation of
the consequences (for example, taking into account the actual concentration of radioactive
substances in the room) Accidents, together with the impact on the person participating in
the accident, may decrease, which will lead to a reduction in the insurance amount for the
enterprise, which will entail a reduction in insurance premiums, paying and, in the end, a
reduction in the company's fixed costs, and on the other hand, if the scale of the consequences
of the accident increases, including the impact on the person participating in the accident,
will lead to an increase in insurance premiums, but in this case the amount of money will also
increase , from which compensation will be paid to the victims, and accordingly the enterprise
can be freed from material losses related to the payment of damages that the insured sum
could not cover (counted "in the old way" more is not exact and, accordingly, it turned out to
be less real). [15-17]
One of the ways to solve the questions posed is to translate these calculations into
automated calculations using special software.
Using this program allows improving the quality and accuracy of calculations: 10
specialists were offered one object for calculation, the result of calculation is presented in the
table 1.
Table 1. Setting Word’s margins.

Calculation made

specialist 1
specialist 2
specialist 3
specialist 4
specialist 5
specialist 6
specialist 7
specialist 8
specialist 9
specialist 10
Software

Bulk activity of the radionuclide
(Сm), Bk / m3
1,76×103
1,8×103
3,2×103
1,71×103
1,74×103
1,7×103
1,69×103
1,73×103
1,75×103
1,72×103
1,7431×103

Dind, for staff,
μSv
27,9
29,1
51,42
25,6
27,63
27,1
26,5
28,42
27,42
27,2
27,42

The strong difference between the results from the total mass in the calculation of
Specialist No. 3 is caused, as shown by the check, that the expert did not correctly select one
of the coefficients of the characteristic radioactive substance. Accordingly, the application of
this program will avoid these errors. Plus, the application of the program makes it possible
to improve the accuracy of the calculations carried out by increasing the number of decimal
places, which will allow you to adjust the necessary funds that the company pays in the event
of an accident.
There is also an economic effect from the application of this program: due to the use of
the program, the time of direct calculations is reduced several times, which, according to
experts, will reduce the cost of the work done by about 10-15%.

4 Conclusion
It is clear that modern methods for calculating the consequences of radiation accidents, along
with these problematic issues, have a number of other shortcomings that affect the accuracy
of calculations, which in turn affects the assessment of the impact of the accident, primarily
in terms of calculating the dose, received by the staff. Elimination of these shortcomings and
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should be set as one of the main directions in ensuring security when using radioactive
substances in the national economy.
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